i.e. the greater the mean sounding depth (immediately postoperatively) the deeper the mean pocket depth is 2 years later. Conversely, attachment level changes over the 2-year period showed only weak inverse correlation (R = 0.27; = 0.0121) with sounding depth measurement immediately postsurgically (Fig. 2) .
In general, sites where immediate postoperative sounding was shallow usually experienced minimal attachment loss and maintained shallower pockets through the 2-year period of the study. Sites where the flaps were positioned coronally from the crestal margin usually experienced minimal at- Immediately post-surgical sounding depth |R = 0.27;p=0.012Ì] Figure 2 . A weak inverse correlation was found between immediately postoperative sounding depth and attachment loss. Note the great individual variability in attachment level changes between sites with the same sounding depth. tachment loss and/or some attachment gain but with deeper residual pockets 2 years later.
We dichotomized these sites by their immediate postoperative sounding to explore the "ideal" or "maximal" postoperative sounding that will yield optimal results (Table 1). 
